Payout winch G7 operation manual

ATTENTION: Please read this manual before using Payout winch G7 for the first time
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Thank You
For choosing the Parawinch Payout winch G7. This manual contains all the information you need to set up,
trim, use and maintain your winch. A thorough knowledge of your equipment will keep you safe and enable
you to maximize your full potential. Please pass on this manual to the new owner if you do resell your winch.
Enjoy.

By the purchase of our equipment, you are responsible for being a certified paraglider pilot
and you accept all risks inherent with paragliding activities including injury and death.
Improper use or misuse of Parawinch equipment greatly increases these risks. Neither
Parawinch, nor the seller of Parawinch equipment shall be held liable for personal or third
party injuries or damages under any circumstances. If any aspect of the use of our
equipment remains unclear, please contact Parawinch directly.
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Parawinch.eu company
Parawinch.eu is young, ambitious and creative team of pilots and engineers.
We began our journey 2007 in a flatland country Lithuania, there are no mountains, so the
only way to go up is by towing. Every year since we collect lots of experience in HG&PG
towing operation. We provide towing solutions for SIV‘s, competition‘s and school‘s events.
We are inspired by the process of constant improvement. Our experience and ideas are
collected thru the network of our winch operators and users around the world. We are
confident that this winch will provide you with the best experience and you will be able to
tow and fly in a places you could never imagine.
Our vision: become the best PG/HG towing solutions company
Our mission: produce and develop smart towing systems, which can be simply and safely
operated by one person.
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Basic principle
Payout winch G7 serves as a towing winch for hang gliders and paragliders. The
winch has to be mounted in a vehicle and can operate only while moving over land or water
at speeds from 30 to 70km/h. Winch lets the tow-line out, under constant tension, while the
launch vehicle speeds along.
The winch consists of a belt type brake, brake drum, electric servo motor for
tension adjustment, guillotine, operator console, and rotating tower. Towing tension is
generated by braking the rotation of the drum, while it is paying out the line. A dyneema
rope of 2.6mm in diameter is used as a towrope, which passes through a guiding assembly by
means of several pulleys. In an emergency, the winch operator can cut the towrope at any
time with a cutting device, thereby disconnecting the pilot from the winch.

Manufacturer: UAB „ALP servisas“
Manufactured and assembled in: Lithuania
Model: Payout winch G7
Authorized applications: Hang-glider towing; Paraglider towing; Tandem paraglider towing;
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Payout winch G7 technical specifications
Dimensions while packed
Dimensions prepared to work
Weight
Mounting type

Max. towing power
Rewind motor power
Rewind speed
Collected line detection
Remote control cable length
Power cable length
Tow line capacity
Recommended battery capacity
Instant line cut system - guillotine
Brake pad life cycle

55x46x32 cm
106x46x32 cm
56 kg
Flat surface or tow hitch
(BS ISO 1103:2007) using
mounting bracket
150 kg
0.9 KW
~800 m/min.
Yes
5m
6m
(Dynema 2,6 mm) ≦1800
m (2.6 mm)
≧55 Ah
Yes
~2000 tows

Payout winch G7 features
ATD - automatic tension drop. This system is optional, and can be activated with switch on
the left side of the black winch electronic control box under the brake drum. When activated
it ensures that swing type tension control button works only when ATD button is pressed, if
not line tension immediately drops to zero.
CLD – collected line detection. Detects the marker on the towing line and immediately stops
line collection. Is activated by pressing red button.
ILC – Instant line cut, or guillotine. Is activated via remote control or manually. The cut is
performed immediately with or without line tension.
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Winch Construction

Tower pulley

Line placement arm
with direction rollers

Belt type brake
Brake drum
Rope drum

Electric engine

Winch frame is made out of square steel tubes diameter of 20x20mm Steel tubes are carefully welded,
sandblasted and Powder coated (except stainless steel version). Drum is assembled using CNC laser cut
parts. All ball bearings are sealed type, so there is no need lubricate it. Brake drum is made of cast iron,
because it has the best heat disposal properties. It is normal, that after a while brake drum can cover up
with rust. There is no need to do any sanding or lubricating of the drum. Brake pads are replaceable, it has
lifetime of ~2000 towing’s . Electric motor is fully serviceable with replaceable brushes. Rope drum is CNC
laser cut, balanced and made of stainless steel.
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Operator console
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1. CLD button.2Activates line rewind, witch stops automatically stop when the line marker is reached
2. Manual line rewind button. Usually, the collected line marker is located up to 50m to the end of
line, so there is still some line left after rewind designates. Use the manual rewind button to collect
the rest of the line. It’s recommended to use it only by short clicks, because there is some inertia in
drum rotation. WARNING: The drogue chute could be irreparably damaged by entering the tower
pulley of the winch.
3. Line tension adjustment button. Controls the tension immediately. It takes 2-3s to reach maximum
towing tension, or decreases it immediately. Tension must be controlled by short clicks.
4. Drum rotation indicator. Light emitting diode (LED) blinks simultaneously with speaker sound every
time drum rotates. Drum rotation is measured with a magnetic sensor inside the drum. It could
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5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

happen, that the drum stops at the sensor position, LED would light up and constant sound from the
speaker would be heard. In this case, pull the line to rotate drum slightly.
Zero tension indicator. Glows green when tension is set to zero. To confirm before every tow, that
there is no preset tension on the drum.
Single or tandem tow switch. A safety feature to limit maximum tension for single or tandem
paraglider towing. Switch left position limits the tension to 100Kg, right position limits to 130Kg.
ILC or instant line cut. Activates guillotine. Guillotine cuts the line immediately, it is activated by blue
servo motor on the winch. In case there is power loss in electric circuit, guillotine could be activated
by puling the rope attached to the guillotine pin ring.
Drum rotation speaker. Beeps every drum rotation. Best towing efficiency is when drum rotates 2-3
times per second.
ATD, automatic tension drop button.
This system is optional, and can be activated by the switch on the left side of the black relay box
under the brake drum. When activated it ensures that swing type tension control button works only
when ATD button is pressed, if not - the line tension immediately drops to zero.

ON
2 2

OFF
2
2 2 2

10. Tension gauge. Indicates line tension ONLY when the line drum is rotating. It’s strictly
recommended to make sure the tension is set to zero before any towing operation. Scale is marked
and calibrated to show actual tension of the line in kilograms. Scale calibration is not affected by the
wear of brake pads. For example towing tension for paraglider pilot in 4-5m/s headwind could be
calculated by summing Pilot + Gear + 10KG.
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Installing the tower
Winch tower can be lowered, when it‘s needed to transport or store winch. Winch can be operated only
with the tower fixed in upper position. Securing screws should be tightened by hand, but tight enough
withstand vibrations of vehicle. There is no need to take out the towing line while lowering the tower and
transporting the winch.
Weak link

Drogue
chute

Weak link: breaking load of
150daN for single towing,
200daN for tandem towing;
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Winch mounting
Inside vehicle (car or boat). Winch tower should remain outside.

Pickup truck
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Car tow bar

Powerboat
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Mounting platform
Winch should be bolted to a stable surface with bolts diameter of 8mm. Make sure that the surface is strong
enough to withstand pulling forces of a paraglider.
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Connecting power cables
Winch comes with 6m power cables included. Cables must be connected to the constantly charging (main
car or boat) battery of 12 Volts current.
Important: Winch power consumption during line rewind can reach up to 170Amps. Do not try to provide
current from any other vehicle perorated electricity cables. Use cables provided with the winch and connect
them DIRECTLY to the battery.
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Arming the guillotine
Step 1 – press spring located under the rotating tower head
Step 2 – lock it by pulling up servo motor
Make certain that everybody understands the danger of putting a finger or other body part in the feedereye of the bar whilst the guillotine is being released, as it can be cut or seriously injured. After daily use
remove the rope from the tower head and relase the guiliotine.
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In case of electric circuit
breakdown guillotine could
be activated manually by
pulling this rope, or servo
motor.

Guillotine
preload spring
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Repairing a Dyneema towrope
To connect broken dyneema line use a needle from a spring wire. Insert 50cm of each dyneema end one in
to the other. Dyneema will be held in place by the tension, and almost none of the strength in towing line is
lost.
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Inspection interval: every 24 months by the manufacturer or a DHV Winch inspector.
Security: Winch operator and the driver must use the seatbelts and have a clear communication with the
take off marshal.
Recycling: Winch must be recycled by the manufacturer, or a metal/electric recycling company.
Every effort has been made to ensure that the information in this manual is correct, but please remember
that it has been produced for guidance only. This owner's manual is subject to changes without prior notice.
Please check with www.parawinch.eu for the latest information regarding the Payout winch G7 and other
Parawinch products.
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